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Dear Readers,

The recent meeting of NAMUR had a specific focus: “Decentral-
ized Intelligence — New Ways in Process Automation.” In the past, 
there have been several industry-wide discussions, presentations, 
publications and development projects focused on this. All of these 
initiatives were aimed at configuring process systems more flexibly 
through modularity, and providing these systems with decentral-
ized automation.
And during the meeting, WAGO presented an all-new method-
ology that will solve this challenge. Together with the University 
of Hamburg and the Dresden University of Technology, we have 
succeeded in developing a new software architecture that is per-
fectly suited to the modern, decentralized process automation that 
is used in modular production. While we could demonstrate that 
our existing WAGO automation portfolio offers increased perfor-
mance for the automation systems used in the chemical, special-
ized chemical, food and pharmaceutical industries, we realize that 
automation components are just a part of the solution. Associated 
components, like power supplies, signal conditioning modules, 
signal isolators and splicing connectors are also necessary. And 
all of these are in WAGO’s comprehensive product portfolio that 
meets the needs of your process technology systems. These include 
high-performing signal conditioners and isolators that, while just 
6 mm wide, offer an innovative approach to usability. We also 
offer a comprehensive program of power supply units with ranges 
from 2.5 A to 40 A. It should come as no surprise that these com-
ponents have the necessary certifications, including approvals for 
installation in Ex zones or use in demanding maritime and offshore 
applications.
As the inventors of spring pressure connection technology, it’s no 
surprise that we offer the largest portfolio of solutions for connect-
ing electrical conductors ranging from 0.08 mm² to 185 mm²  
(28 AWG–350 kcmil). And, all of these solutions utilize Push-in 
CAGE CLAMP® — the universal connection technology for all con-
ductor types. Adding to our products’ usability are highly innovative 
jumper and marking systems that are also certified for Ex zone appli-
cations. WAGO has developed a one-stop shop for all of the elec-
tronics and automation required by process technology. We would 
love the chance to share the power of our innovations with you; 
we thrive on conquering new challenges with intelligent solutions.  
We look forward to hearing from you!

Best regards,

Ulrich H. Hempen
Head of Market Management Industry & Process
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■ Package units paired with decentralized automation designs now 
form the foundation that will enable the process industry to remain 
highly flexible and responsive to the market‘s future needs. Integrat-
ing self-contained modules into the control level is one of the most 
pressing technological challenges. The number of interfaces is large, 
making the need for a practical conversion method even greater. As 
a primary sponsor of NAMUR, WAGO created a sensation in 2014 
with our new methodology, DIMA. Yet the Minden firm’s modular 
automation system is already easily connecting the most varied of 
signals from the field to the control level.

Taking a step back, the automation of package units does not differ 
significantly from that of other decentralized environments, such as 
factory automation. In this case, the automation level does not have 
to do much more than fulfill its core task: communicate with field-level 
components, while enabling seamless integration with higher-level 
controls. The great challenge for this type of modular system lies in 
the potential number of automation manufacturers and the possibili-
ty of widely varying hardware. Despite this, automation technology 
from Supplier A in module 1 must integrate seamlessly into the pro-
cess system, just like that from Supplier B used in module 2.

Into the Control Level  
with the Greatest of Ease
The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750 in use with package units.
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In contrast to conventional and self-contained system architectures, 
package units are equipped with their own autonomous intelligence. 
The process-related modules, which include an I/O level and their 
part of the automation, assume various basic tasks. In contrast, 
cross-system functions, like recipe management, are still performed by 
a superordinate control level. The current number of automation mod-
ules can be expanded. Currently, ancillary tasks are almost entirely 
executed by package units — for example, the monitoring of control 
air or heating circuit systems — whereas field devices are often still di-
rectly connected to the control, or connected via remove I/O systems.

■ Integrating Module Automation into the Process Control 
System
However, the basic premise for this is also complete integration 
of module automation into the process control system. Items that 
are typically problem-free for PROFIBUS and PROFINET, due to 
standardized device database files (GSD files), look completely 
different when applied to simpler fieldbus protocols. For example, 
MODBUS is more difficult to work with due to its open-source na-
ture. The indices for specific applications are typically proprietary, 
which impedes later connections to the programming level. For 
technicians, this often means manual labor in order to specifical-
ly fish the necessary values out of the MODBUS index, and then 
map them into the process control system. Compounding this are 
difficulties with addressing, which are often dealt with at the same 
time. This situation also occasionally occurs in GSD files, as many 
functional descriptions, e.g., for alarms or archiving, are also not 
standardized.
Information from the subordinate automation systems, which is 
supposed to be integrated by the control system, originates at an 
even lower field level. The variety of interfaces “toward the bottom” 
is significantly greater than the number at the management level. 
Modern I/O systems in the package units must also meet this chal-
lenge. For example, a typical application in process industries is 
engine monitoring. Constant reading of machine parameters for an 
electronic control unit (ECU), for example, a compressor or power 
supply unit, is essential for long-term, error-free system operation. 
On the communication side, the CAN fieldbus is often paired with 
the SAE J1939 protocol and conventional 4–20 mA cables using 
the HART protocol.

■ Engine Monitoring via CAN and HART*
A modular automation concept is recommended for flexible inte-
gration of these and other subbuses. The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 
750 is based on this premise. Since the system has I/O modules for 
practically every type of signal, the I/O nodes can be assembled 
in ways that are both space-efficient and cost-effective. For exam-
ple, the 750-658 CAN module, at a mere 12 mm, supports CAN 
Layer 2 for compatibility with SAE J1939, NMEA 2000 and Devi-
ceNet networks, in addition to CANopen. Three operating modes 
are available to users: Sniffer mode provides a detailed CANbus 
analysis through passive reading without interacting with the bus. In 
transparent mode, the I/O module functions as an active CAN de-
vice that can send and receive any CAN telegram type. Mapped 
mode enables CAN telegrams to be directly generated from the 
process image. It also allows select process values to be copied 

from received telegrams into the input process image. Telegrams 
may be sent cyclically, manually or be event-triggered (change of 
process value).
In contrast, by using the corresponding HART modules, status and 
diagnostic data can be transmitted to the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 
from HART field devices in both the Ex-i (750-484) and the non-Ex 
(750-482) areas. HART has been accepted by the majority of pro-
cessing sensor manufacturers. Up to four dynamic HART variables 
(PV, SV, TV, QV) per channel can be mapped in the cyclical pro-
cess image at the controller. This enables a single I/O module to 
also detect viscosity, temperature, density and volume in addition 
to the actual main variable (e.g., flow rate).

■ Pairing Communication Strengths with Configuration Tools
In order to receive all signals from the field level and fulfill the in-
tent of modular design, which is to independently execute control 
tasks, the module needs a controller with sufficient capacity. In 
the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM, this role is fulfilled by the PFC200 with 
Cortex-A8 processor architecture and real-time-capable Linux® op-
erating system. The Linux® platform provides users with maximum 
configuration freedom during programming thanks to open-source 
architecture. Those not comfortable with Linux® can use the prov-
en CODESYS development environment, which is also installed as 
a default system. Depending on the model selected, the PFC200 
is equipped with onboard interfaces — RS-232/RS-485, CAN, 
CANopen or PROFIBUS-DP-Slave — in addition to the two standard 
ETHERNET connections.
WAGO offers software tools to support communication configu-
ration with the control level, as well as I/O modules for the field 
signals. This allows users to parameterize PROFIBUS, MODBUS 
and other protocols efficiently and without errors. This means that 
two digital channels occupy only two bits and do not reserve an 
excessively large address space.
It does not matter to the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM which language is 
used at the management level or which subbus is integrated at the 
field level. It is this precise capability that makes the system an ideal 
target for the automation of package units. Thanks to its fieldbus-in-
dependent design and modular structure, the system’s application 
areas are particularly broad — and do not depend on a particular 
higher-level control system.

Text: Benjamin Böhm, WAGO
Photo: WAGO,  

© Sergey Nivens – Fotolia, [M]-Sahlmüller/PROCESS

• The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM is fieldbus-independent 
and modular for flexible applications. 

• Software tools support communication with the 
control and field levels during configuration.

• More than 500 different I/O modules support the 
integration of the most varied of signals.

*HART: Highway Addressable Remote Transducer
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Efficiently using absorption and adsorption materials: Using the spectro-
scopic configuration developed by Dr. Buck, the exact concentrations of 
selected pollutants are constantly detected.
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■ It’s no surprise: where there is fire, there’s smoke. The problem be-
gins, however, when the material being burned emits flue gases that 
harm human health or the environment. While there are several techni-
cal methods for measuring the concentrations of these harmful substanc-
es, Dr. Christian Buck has created a new one. The spectroscopy config-
uration that he designed detects individual pollutants — qualitatively and 
quantitatively — without requiring expensive sample treatment prior to 
examination. And integral to the new method is WAGO’s automation 
and visualization technology 

In waste incinerators, power plants and cement production facilities, 
flue gases are generated that contain harmful substances like mer-
cury, sulphur dioxide or nitric oxides — occasionally in substantial 
amounts. There are also safety limits, particularly for the emission of 
heavy metals, which are defined in Germany’s “Federal Immission 
Control Act,” as well as Technical Instructions that stemmed from this 
initiative to help maintain clean air. This is why online monitoring was 
initiated that not only constantly detect pollutants, but their exact con-
centrations as well.

■ Monitoring Pollutants Online
Measuring these values is not a problem, technically. Using current 
detectors, gaseous and partially liquid noxious substances can be 
easily detected, for example using atomic absorption or gold trap 
technology. Conventional measurement methods, however, require 
treating the flue gas prior to measurement, so that the pollutant to 
be detected is separated from all other common contaminants in the 
flue gas. This additional treatment increases costs, because it is both 
time-consuming and requires specific equipment. In addition, the sam-
ple must be available in a suitable form; if the sample is not, it must be 
converted into such a form, for example, a mercury compound must 
be converted into elemental mercury.
In contrast, the online monitoring of mercury using atomic absorption 
is very different. Take elemental mercury, for example, which has a 
very narrow absorption line width between 253.6 nm and 253.7 nm. 
A UV source emits a monochromatic beam at exactly this wavelength. 
If present, mercury atoms weaken the light due their concentration, 
enabling both qualitative and quantitative analysis. This established 
method functions, however, only after the removal of all impurities that 
also absorb light in the range of 253.6 nm to 253.7 nm. This typically 
relies on expensive and time-intensive matrix removal.

■ New Measuring Method for the Highest Reliability
“One of the biggest problems with current emission measuring meth-
ods is reliability. When conditioning samples, catalysts are used, and 
these have a life span that is limited by aging or ‘contamination.’ 

On the Same Wavelength
Controlling, calculating, visualizing: The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM oversees 
all automation during the photometric determination of pollutants in 
flue gases.

If a catalyst ‘bows out,’ then the measurement results are no longer 
correct. Since, however, the emission thresholds must be always be 
maintained, most power plant operators err on the side of caution. 
This means that they consistently use more absorption and adsorption 
means than necessary,” explains Dr. Buck. And this is what led the 
engineer from Darmstadt, Germany down another path. His research 
and development concentrates on a new method that makes prelim-
inary treatment of the samples superfluous. Instead of expensively 
eliminating interfering substances, his patent-pending spectroscopic 
detects their influence on the sample and corrects for these.
From a technical standpoint, Dr. Buck relies on proven measurement 
methods. “We perform simultaneous photometric determination of the 
analyte, or the substance to be analyzed, which can consist of atoms, 
ions or molecules. In the first step, a narrow-band, monochromatic 
absorption measurement is made, which we use to detect the actual 
measured variable, such as mercury, including all of the disturbance 
variables contained therein. 
In this second step, we take a broadband measurement — in the wave-
length range from 200 nm to 400 nm — on the same sample in order 
to exclusively determine the disturbance variables. We use this infor-
mation to correct the first measurement process,” explains Dr. Buck. 
By using corresponding narrow-band light sources, this measurement 
method can be directly applied to other noxious substances, like ar-
senic.

Simultaneous photometric determination of analyte: In the first step, a nar-
row-band absorption measurement is made. For mercury, this lies between 
253.6 nm and 253.7 nm. Next, a broadband measurement in the wave-
length range of 200 nm to 400 nm is performed on the same sample.
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■ The Highest Performance Yields the Highest Precision
Dr. Buck relies on WAGO’s interface and automation technology to 
control measurement, calculate the results and then visualize these. 
WAGO’s powerful 750-8202 PFC200 serves as the central comput-
ing and communication unit for this incredibly precise process. The 
controller contains digital and analog I/O modules that all the nec-
essary spectroscopic components are connected to, including the 
narrow- and broadband lights and the UV detectors. The detected 
measured values are converted into a 0–10 V voltage signal, trans-
mitted to the PFC200 and then processed. A CODESYS program, 
developed by WAGO using the mathematical formulas created by 
Dr. Buck, calculates the concentration of harmful substances con-
tained in the sample.
In addition to this primary task, the WAGO-I/O SYSTEM 750 per-
forms useful subsidiary functions. According to Dr. Buck, “Our mea-
surement system detects, for example, various error functions and au-
tomatically transmits the corresponding alarm message, for example 
if a cuvette that holds samples is clogged or the UV sources are not 
functioning correctly. In addition, our solution is structured so flexibly 
that we can transmit our measured data to the higher-level master 
display without any problems and without preparing the system in 
advance. And this is why WAGO and I are completely on the same 
wavelength.”

Text: Kay Miller, WAGO
Photo: Peter Hermes Furian, nfrPictures, WAGO

• Spectroscopic configuration identifies pollutants 
without costly sample pre-treatment.

• The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM manages all automation.

• A PFC200 controls the measuring process, calcu-
lates the results and runs visualization.

Dr. Buck relies on WAGO’s interface and automation technology to control 
measurement, calculate the results and then visualize these.

Developed with aid from WAGO’s “Solution and Support Center,” the 
CODESYS program that is based on Dr. Buck’s mathematical formulas 
calculates the concentration of pollutants contained in samples.
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A compact 6 mm-wide housing, limiting continuous current of 6 A, 
temperature range of -40 °C to +70 °C and wide input voltage 
range from 24 V to 230 V. WAGO’s new JUMPFLEX® 857-359 
Module with a Miniature Switching Relay has an application range 
that is nearly as wide as its input range, from I&C systems for medium- 
and high-voltage switchgear equipment, to drive controls or railroad 
engineering and telecommunications. Storage and maintenance 
costs can also be significantly reduced because one single module 
covers nearly all standard voltage ranges.
The new module with a miniature switching relay and a wide input 
voltage range is also available in a variant with gold contacts (857-
369). Both models from the 857 Series feature a 6 mm-wide, DIN-
rail-mount housing and a uniform profile, allowing all JUMPFLEX® 
modules to be efficiently commoned at any connection point. As with 
all other 857 Series components, the new sockets employ Push-in 

APPLIED VERSATILITY: RELAYS WITH A 
WIDE INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
With a wide input voltage range between 24–230 V, WAGO’s new 857 
Series Modules with a Miniature Switching Relay are ideal for a variety of 
applications.

A wide input voltage range 
from 24–230 V, limiting 
continuous current of 6 A, a 
temperature range between 
-40 °C and +70 °C: WAGO’s 
new 857 Series Modules with 
a Miniature Switching Relay 
are well-suited to extremely 
diverse applications.

CAGE CLAMP® connection technology that makes them easy to use 
and ensures reliability.
Relays and optocouplers are used everywhere that electrical signals 
must be transmitted and galvanic isolation, level adjustment or ampli-
fication are required. These devices are suitable for all industrial ap-
plications: process and power technology, rail vehicles, shipbuilding, 
as well as control cabinets.

In addition to WAGO’s trusted 1-phase power supplies, WAGO now 
offers 2- and 3-phase EPSITRON® CLASSIC Power Supplies. As with 
the smaller 1-phase unit, the new 2- and 3-phase power supplies 
feature a slim design that requires minimal cabinet space. In the event 
of a short circuit on the secondary side, their integrated TopBoost 
function supplies a short power surge, allowing users to implement 
considerably cheaper electronic circuit breakers. 
Besides a wide input voltage range of 320–575 V, the EPSITRON® 
CLASSIC Power Supplies also feature a higher transient protection 
level, permitting up to 4 kV of surge protection on the input side. This 
level of protection, paired with UL approval, means the devices 
are suitable for the most varied 
supply networks and applica-

EPSITRON® CLASSIC POWER –  
NOW IN 2- AND 3-PHASE UNITS 
WAGO completes the EPSITRON® CLASSIC Power Supply Line. 

tions worldwide. And with GL approval (pending for the fourth quar-
ter of 2015), these slim — yet powerful — devices will readily support 
both onshore and offshore applications. All 18 EPSITRON® CLASSIC 
Power Supplies can be used at ambient operating temperatures from 
-25 °C to +70 °C, allow a cold start at -40 °C and reduce the 
output load at temperatures of +55 °C or greater. These capabilities 
make the units ideal for supplying power to industrial electrical and 
electronic equipment in IT, automation and systems engineering, as 
well as building automation. 
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■ At the 77th general meeting of NAMUR in 2014, WAGO pre-
sented DIMA (Decentralized Intelligence for Modular Applications). 
DIMA is a pioneering solution for the decentralized, modular auto-
mation of process systems. Now, six months later, Ulrich Hempen, 
WAGO’s Head of Market Management Industry & Process, talks 
about the strategies that WAGO will pursue in the process industry 
and the role DIMA will have. 

■ Mr. Hempen, at the general meeting of NAMUR, WAGO present-
ed DIMA, a methodology for automating modular processing systems 
that received a high level of interest within the sector. Six months later, 
what is DIMA’s status?
Hempen: Regarding the methodology, the NAMUR interest group 
decided in spring to accept the DIMA approach and to further devel-
op it with ZVEI, Germany’s Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ 
Association. NAMUR and ZVEI plan on presenting the results of their 
joint effort at the next general meeting of NAMUR in November 
2015.
For WAGO, presenting DIMA to the industry was a milestone. And, it 
has increased awareness about our company in the process industry. 

“I See WAGO as a Full-Range Supplier  
for Process Automation.” 

This is a golden opportunity for us to permanently increase and ex-
pand our position within the process industry.

■ Where exactly do you see WAGO fitting in the process industry?
Hempen: I see WAGO as a full-range supplier for process automation.

■ A full-range supplier? What do you mean by that? Is WAGO go-
ing to surprise us in November 2015 at the next NAMUR general 
meeting with a full-range process technology system?
Hempen: No, definitely not. We have no intention of leaving our 
position of expertise and switching to systems engineering. As a full-
range supplier, I specifically mean, “WAGO is a full-range supplier 
for process automation.” That means we supply a full range of prod-
ucts for both the field level — between sensors/actuators — and the 
higher-level processing level.

■ What does that mean specifically?
Hempen: Let’s start by looking at automation. DIMA was, and is 
proof, that we at WAGO have the components and tools need-
ed to completely overcome the challenges posed by NAMUR’s 

Ulrich Hempen, Head of Market Management Industry & Process, 
on WAGO’s process industry strategy
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Recommendation NE 148. Our WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750 
and our new e!COCKPIT engineering tool have assumed 
essential roles.
This is not by chance. The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM is partic-
ularly well-suited to process technology because the cou-
plers and controllers are fieldbus-independent and are sup-
plemented by more than 500 different I/O modules — there 
is an appropriate I/O module available for almost any 
signal. Together with our power supply units, signal con-
ditioning modules and signal isolators, we already have a 
comprehensive product portfolio for installations in process 
technology.

■ If you are already doing all of this, where is this new path 
supposed to lead WAGO?
Hempen: We are currently working to further develop our 
portfolio of automation and electrical technical components 
for the field level to better match needs in the process industry.

■ Which portfolio then are you diligently focusing on if you 
already offer a complete automation program for process tech-
nology?
Hempen: For us, it is very important to remain on the ball 
regarding current and future innovations. This allows us to 
readily adapt our new and continuing developments to spe-
cific challenges faced by the process industry. As a full-range 

supplier of electrical and electronic components for the field 
level in process technology, this covers our entire portfolio, 
beginning with rail-mounted terminal blocks, moving through 
our EPSITRON® Power Supplies and JUMPFLEX® Signal Con-
ditioners, up to automation.

■ That sounds a bit like business as usual. How does this affect 
DIMA? Does the methodology play any role at WAGO or 
was it just a means to an end?
Hempen: DIMA remains — just was it was then — a very 
important topic, even if, or because, we have published the 
methodology for further collective development. Anyone who 
is familiar with DIMA knows that the success of this approach 
depends heavily on a solution to the vertical integration of 
current control systems.

■ Are you considering expanding WAGO’s product portfolio 
in this direction?
Hempen: Basically, integration solutions would qualify for 
this, as would pure software control systems. We are not con-
sidering something proprietary in this area — however, we are 
currently in discussions with potential partners to jointly close 
this gap. 

■ Mr. Hempen, thank you very much for sharing your insight.
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Individualizing  
Mass Production
Integrating process technology system modules without incurring 
programming expenses
■ Several years ago, the NAMUR board placed the topic of de-
centralized intelligence — new paths in process automation — on the 
agenda for the general meeting of NAMUR in 2014. This topic was 
not chosen in order to discuss more powerful process control systems, 
but instead to react to market conditions that are shaping the develop-
ment of the process industry. Essentially, that is finding ways to produce 
product runs of one that are just efficient and economical to produce 
as those produced in large batches. WAGO, the sponsor of the most 
recent NAMUR general meeting, proposed DIMA (Decentralized Intel-
ligence for Modular Applications) an industry-disrupting idea.

The process industry, one of the largest sectors in the world, is essentially 
having its trajectory shaped by two factors: globalization and individualiza-
tion. Globalization currently allows anyone, anywhere, to order goods from 
around the world. With just one online click, products move from across 
an ocean to your mailbox. Individualization is surging within the consumer 
goods industry, including food, clothing and medicine. Take mymuesli.com, 
a well-known European startup, for example.
The firm’s business epitomizes individualization: Since 2007, mymuseli.com 
customers in England, France and Germany have created more than 5 
quadrillion muesli blends. Continued on page 14
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NAMUR and ZVEI Rely on WAGO’s New Automation Solution

WAGO presented DIMA (Decentralized Intelligence for Modular Applications) at the 77th general meeting of 
NAMUR in 2014 as a pioneering solution for the decentralized, modular automation of process systems. In the 
spring of 2015, the NAMUR interest group decided to develop a standardized integration solution based on 
WAGO’s DIMA concept. 
NAMUR, together with ZVEI — Germany’s Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association — have agreed to 
jointly develop the DIMA concept. The ultimate goal is to determine specifications for prototyping a solution based on 
WAGO’s DIMA concept for procedure control/batch, visualization and diagnostics, in order to enable the develop-
ment of an industry-wide solution by the end of 2015. NAMUR and ZVEI plan on presenting the results of their joint 
effort at the next general meeting in November 2015.
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Not surprisingly, these trends represent an enormous challenge to the 
process industry, since individualized products cannot be easily sched-
uled for production like their mass-produced counterparts are. Shorter 
product life cycles further complicate scheduling and require a faster 
time to market. Exceptional reliability was once demanded from process 
systems, now production flexibility has become the deciding criterion. 
However, this change was a long time coming. Requests for more flexible 
production stemming from modular systems began surfacing as early as 
2009 at the Tutzing Symposium. Some 100 scientists offered sugges-
tions about how to halve the time between product release and market 

5 %
of the global market share of sales in the chemical 
industry is generated in Germany. Nearly 31 % comes 
from China and 16 % is generated in the USA.

A module’s graphical display 
is produced by a module man-
ufacturer. However, this manu-
facturer is not yet familiar with 
the graphics display library 
of the higher-level (SCADA) 
system. The module-specific 
graphical display, which ap-
pears in the higher-level sys-
tem for the entire machine, 
can only be generated during 
integration engineering for 
the entire system. Thus, the 
module-specific images can 
be translated into operating 
screens with project-uniform 
user picture elements. Addi-
tionally, having the integra-
tion of modules from different 
manufacturers in a uniform 
presentation of the controls 
ensures DIMA uses a role-
based and view-independent 
description of each control. 
The information concerning layout and roles is thereby accessible 
via an algorithm. This places the project-dependent, operations 
graphic elements into the desired form and position on the operating 
screen, and links them to the communication variables of the mod-
ules. An information space must be coordinated for data linking the 
operational graphic element with the variables in the software code 

availability. The conclusion was that systems had to be modularly de-
signed to provide manufacturers with the flexibility to act and react more 
quickly. This concept, which originated in process technology, continued 
to develop in automation technology, achieving maturity with NAMUR’s 
Recommendation NE 148 in 2013. This recommendation fully describes 
the challenges that exist in automating modular process technology  
systems. 
With NE 148 serving as a foundation, automation suppliers were driven 
to innovate. WAGO responded by developing DIMA (Decentralized In-
telligence for Modular Applications). Continued on page 19

of the module controllers. The NAMUR task force 2.9.1 is currently 
working on this library. The goal is to describe the information to be 
displayed via a harmonized, clear feature identifier in order to rep-
resent the same operating graphical information in all participating 
automation systems.

System HMI

DIMA — HMI ENGINEERING DESIGN

Uniform Operating Graphics despite Different Modules — 
HMI Integration with DIMA 
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Production installations controlled by process technology are — or at 
least used to be — primarily single-source systems. Designed by engi-
neers using the top-down approach, these systems were optimized to 
provide the greatest yield, while minimizing the use of raw materials 
and exhibiting low energy losses. As such, a comparatively long de-
sign time and complicated construction of the systems using convo-
luted material flows were widely accepted as part of the process. In 
contrast, production systems within manufacturing are quite different: 
individual machines, often from different manufacturers, are loosely 
coupled using conveying technology. Through this concept, the man-
ufacturing industry is able to produce numerous product variants on 
a single production line, exchange individual machines as needed, 
or increase capacity without affecting the overall system. In addition, 
it is easier to react to increasingly volatile markets. The process indus-
try is also facing these challenges for the production of end products, 
particularly for private end users. 
Innovative system designs consisting of modules for basic process 
technology functions that can be coupled depending on tasks, are a 
potential answer to this challenge. The feasibility of modular systems 
at the process technology level has already been demonstrated, for 
example by the F3 project. This demonstrates that the integration 
engineering of the process control technology forms a “bottleneck” 
during construction and modification. The modules can be mechan-
ically and electrically connected and operated, however the design 
of the higher-level controls delays commissioning. Since the efficient 
design of automation systems is the focus of research at the Institute 
for Automation Technology at the Helmut-Schmidt University Ham-
burg (Germany), I, as the director of the institute, was interested in 
jointly researching and developing a solution with WAGO. A solu-
tion of this type would significantly reduce the expense required in 
the integration of process technology modules into an overall sys-
tem architecture, including the process control system. The DIMA 
concept, co-developed with the Dresden University of Technology, 
is inspired by the integration of intelligent field devices using neu-
tral description tools. And this approach fulfills all requirements of 
NAMUR’s Recommendation NE 148 for modules with autonomous 
controllers. We anticipate, based on further collaborative research, 

Prof. Alexander Fay, Dr.-Ing.

In the past six years, German chemical corporations have increased 
their annual expenditures on research and development by 

2.5 billion  
up to 10.5 billion euros per year. 

“We anticipate a broad dissemination of modular systems” 
the establishment of a manufacturer-neutral standard for the efficient 
and simple integration of modules into process technology systems, 
thus ensuring broader dissemination of competitive modular systems 
in the process industry.

Prof. Alexander Fay, Dr.-Ing. Director of the Institute for Automation Technology  
at the Helmut-Schmidt University Hamburg, commenting on DIMA
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According to sector experts, the mass produc-
tion of chemicals will become less important 
in the future. By 2020, their market share will 
shrink by 

4 %

DIMA in the  
Industrial Media Spotlight
The presentation had scarcely been publicized before the DIMA 
concept found its way into German industrial media during the 
NAMUR main session. The following excerpts reveal the initial  
reports about DIMA that appeared in media directly after NAMUR.
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The volatility of many markets and products in the process industry 
has grown noticeably in the past decades and requires new system 
designs that have significantly greater flexibility without sacrificing 
productivity and safety. We must be able to react more quickly to 
changing demands placed on quantity, location, quality and func-
tion of products. The members of the faculty for process control tech-
nology at the Dresden University of Technology are working on the 
potential capabilities that universal digitalization holds for added- 
value processes within the process industry. We research and de-
velop description means, methods and tools for digital systems  

   Prof. Leon Urbas, Dr.-Ing. habil.  

*VDI/VDE Gesellschaft für Mess- und Automatisierungstechnik [Society for Measurement and Automation Control]
*TuLAuT (Theorie und Lehre der Automatisierungstechnik [Theory and teaching of automation control technology]) is an initiative 
of university professors in Germany who research and teach in the automation control technology area. 

Prof. Leon Urbas, Dr.-Ing. Chair of Process Control Technology at the Dresden University of  
Technology, commenting on DIMA

(as a network of appropriate models for actual systems) that can 
serve as the basis for future process control systems. The goal is 
advantageously configuring operating processes. A specific exam-
ple, that would not be economically viable without digitalization, 
is modular system construction. Using advances in information and 
communication technologies, we can represent extremely flexible, 
modular system designs using highly decentralized process control 
concepts, which would have been considered unrealistic as recently 
as a few years ago. For this, we need three basic components: first, 
highly automated, process-intensive modules; second, a description 
for these modules that is understood by digital planning- and process 
control systems. And finally, we need integration architectures that 
combine material, energy and information flows for the orchestration 
and operation of modular systems.
DIMA is a valuable first step in this direction. DIMA shows conceptu-
ally how, and on what informational basis, the integration engineer-
ing processes will have to change to take advantage of — and build 
upon — modularization’s advantage of speed. The DIMA demo unit 
proves that fundamental methods and tools are already available for 
meeting the challenges posed by NAMUR’s Recommendation NE 
148. Ultimately, however, DIMA clearly reveals what users and man-
ufacturers still need to do, in cooperation with processes engineering 
and automation, for standardization.
What appealed to me personally about the DIMA project was that 
WAGO is a family-owned, highly innovative company, character-
ized by a clear strategy toward digitalization. At the same time, 
Prof. Alexander Fay at the Helmut-Schmidt University Hamburg is 
an internationally acknowledged expert in description tools and for-
mal methods in automation technology. We at GMA* and TuLAuT* 
have collaborated with him in the past. This collaboration has proven 
fruitful in many aspects. Technically, DIMA presents initial concrete 
proof regarding the industrial feasibility of this concept. From a sci-
entific point of view, the greatest outcome for us is the number of 
exciting new questions that the project has raised in relation to the 
digitalization of the process industry.

444,500 
people working in Germany’s chemical/pharmaceu-
tical industries during 2014.

“DIMA is a Valuable First Step”
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■ DIMA — Decentralized Intelligence for Modular Applications 
WAGO introduced DIMA at the NAMUR general meeting this past No-
vember. To develop the methodology, the firm’s engineers took six grand 
challenges and turned them into the six essential pillars:
1. The intelligent module
In order to fully exploit the advantages of modular automation, modules 
must be used that posses autonomous integrity and the capability for 
independent automation. First, this allows the modules to protect them-
selves from operating references. Second, they can be quickly incor-
porated into the system, and third, they function as independently as 
possible. 
2. Interface
To prevent industry-wide reliance on one particular supplier or manu-
facturer, DIMA is manufacturer-independent and relies on existing stan-
dards. 
3. Expertise protection
In a modular system, the manufacturer of the module supplies the device  
that must be integrated into the higher-level intelligence of a facillity’s sys-
tem. A neutral interface is provided between the system and the module 
so that module manufacturers can protect their proprietary information, 

and system operators can maintain confidentiality about their control 
recipes or production procedures. 
4. Procedural control
The model for the modular, decentralized automation of process technol-
ogy systems via DIMA comes from the IT world, in which components 
can be integrated with relative ease into existing systems. For example, 
a printer can be connected and used without reprogramming its operat-
ing system. By using DIMA, system modules can be integrated into the 
system architecture and used just as easily.
5. Visualization
Typically, if a system is constructed of decentralized modules from differ-
ent manufacturers, then the modules each have their own visualization. 
System operators, however, are not interested in a potpourri of displays 
at the control level. They need a consistent look and feel. DIMA solves 
this by using a database that is referenced during the system engineering 
integration.
6. Security
Regardless of manufacturer-independence and the use of open sourc-
ing, DIMA provides maximum security against external attacks.
Continued on page 20

80 %
of the diversified chemical corporations in Ger-
many are mid-sized companies.

The module type package is a new way of defining the description 
for process technology system modules. In this module description 
protocol, information is stored that is necessary for user-independent 
integration into the SCADA and batch systems of an installation. 
When using OPC technology, it includes the following information:
•  Global and target-system dependent description of the module 

graphic display
•  Graphical display elements with standardized interfaces and de-

scriptions for the scope of information to be displayed
•  OPC tag designations of the graphic display elements and pub-

lished services with interfaces standardized according to the sta-
tus model in DIN EN 61512

•  OPC server designations and OPC tag designations for service 
parameters.

In the current structure, the MTP is implemented in a zipped format. A 
manifest file is stored at the MTP root. This XML file contains metada-
ta relevant to the MTP. These provide information about: the version 
of the basic MTP specification, the unique series number of the MTP 
and they also describe the functional aspects of the MTP. Information 
about the aspects, which is stored in the manifest file, contains type, 
path, corresponding file, version and a flag that indicates whether 
the aspect obtained is active or not. The manifest additionally in-
cludes predefined entries for commonly used data types, for exam-
ple, images, certificates, online help and manuals. Another important 
information class includes information about communication with the 
decentralized computing unit of the module (PLC or embedded con-
troller).

“DIMA is a Valuable First Step”

Centerpiece of DIMA — the Module Type Package
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2

60 %
of the development time required 

for process technology systems 
could be saved by using modular 

system construction. 

... WITH DECENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE

MODULE MANUFACTURER
SYSTEM MANUFACTURER

... WITH DECENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE

MODULAR PROCESS TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM — DIVISION OF TASKSMODULAR PROCESS TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM 

SERVICE-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE

SERVICE USER

SERVICE PROVIDER

■ Technical Implementation of DIMA — Effects on the System 
Structure
Classic process technology systems are controlled by a process control 
system comprised of procedure control, HMI and engineering process-
es. This architecture is understood and will continue to be valid in the 
future, for example, within the petrochemical sector. Unlike traditional 
process technology systems, partially modularized process technology 
systems typically consist of a residual system and additional, individual 
modules. In this case, remote I/O systems replace thick cable strands 
with thin fieldbus wires. While the process technology architecture of the 
installation is already modularized, the communication and automation 
architectures of this system design are still centralized, so we still have to 
consider central intelligence. Examples of partially modularized system 
architectures can be found in centrifuges, agitators, bottling plants, tem-
pering units and fermenters. Module functionality and complexity are 
not tied to this structure. This means that the system planner must address 
every individual valve; partial modularization does not alleviate this soft-
ware integration labor, it’s merely a spatial optimization (Figure 1).

It is only possible to talk about real module or package units, which seem-
ingly have a life of their own, if a control module is used. The controller 
communicates as decentralized intelligence with the procedural control 
and the HMI system of the installation. As a rule, a service-oriented ar-
chitecture is already available in this instance. Services are stored in the 
module that can be called by the system. In this case, the challenge for 
a system planner is the necessity of programming counter to the propri-
etary module specification. This can be expensive and prone to errors 
(Figure 2).
However, in completely modularized system architectures, the system mod-
ule has an autonomous controller, operations and integration engineering 
segments. Integration engineering is divided between the system manufac-
turer and the module manufacturer and performed separately. This means 
that the integration engineering generally occurs within different develop-
ment environments, at different times, and at different locations (Figure 3).
As a result, module integration within the installation can not only be 
performed without support from the module manufacturer, it must be 
possible without any outside assistance. 
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1

3 4

Examples:
• Centrifuges
• Agitator
• Bottling plant
• Fermenter
• Tempering station

... WITH CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE

THE MODULE WAS SELECTED

MODULE MANUFACTURER
SYSTEM MANUFACTURER

MODULE MANUFACTURER
SYSTEM MANUFACTURER

... WITH DECENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE

MODULAR PROCESS TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM — DIVISION OF TASKS INTEGRATION ENGINEERING SOFTWARE

MODULAR PROCESS TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM 

How does the system planner know:
• Which tasks the module can take on?
•  How to call the tasks from the batch system?
• How to integrate the HMI?

Separated integration 
engineering design:
•  Different development environments
• Project planners do not know each other 
• Separate locations
•  Different manufacturing dates

In the past, a system planner needed 
an extremely comprehensive module 
specification in order to correctly and 
completely integrate the module into an 
installation. Often, this required program-
ming that was counter to the specification 
of the module. This allowed the system 
operator to determine what was happen-
ing in the module: if the communication 
with the module was designed to be fail-
safe, if the services of the module were 
integrated in the installation engineering 
design and if the HMI module was em-
bedded (Figure 4). 
Continued on page 22
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193 billion 
euros were generated by Germany chemical and pharmaceutical 

industries in 2013. In Germany, only the automotive and mechani-
cal engineering sectors have higher market shares.

DIMA — INTEGRATION SOFTWARE WITHOUT AN MTP INTERFACE AT THE SYSTEM LEVEL

5

DIMA — THE BASIC PRINCIPLE

Module type packages contain:
• Communication Parameter
• Services Diagnostics
• HMI History
• Status information Archiving

■ Module Integration without Programming Expense
Attaining significant reductions in complexity, expenses and above 
all, the propensity for errors within the context of integration engi-
neering, is the fundamental idea behind DIMA, WAGO’s new meth-
odology. DIMA encapsulates the complexity and functionality of the 
module and saves engineering time for the system manufacturer. For 
this purpose, the module is described by a module type package 
(MTP) — an electronic description of all of its characteristics. Certain 
information is available in this MTP: communication parameters, so 
that the module can be easily connected; services, the descriptions of 
what procedures the module can execute; information about opera-
tions and observation, i.e., graphical information, which also includes 
information regarding status, diagnostics, history and archiving. Ev-
erything necessary to describe the module is stored in the MTP. In 
order to integrate the module into a system, the MTP is loaded into the 
process engineering system. The services, which the module provides, 
and that will be incorporated in the step chains of the production 
process, can be selected there. The process technology connection of 
the module is then performed, so that the procedure control, HMI and 
module can communicate with each other (Figure 5). 
By using MTP, the description of the module characteristics appears in 
a defined and open-source format. The determination of the module 
characteristics and services is the responsibility of the module manu-
facturer. Thus, it is not necessary to provide a standardized service 

catalog to module manufacturers, because the module offers its spe-
cific services to the process control system. The differences between 
the modules and the demands placed on them should be reflected in 
the variety of services that modules from different manufacturers can 
command. 

■ Engineering without an MTP Interface
Even if the existing integration software system does not have an inter-
face for MTP, an MTP can be uploaded to the system. In this case, the 
MTP is loaded into e!COCKPIT, the WAGO integration engineering 
software system, which maps the MTP onto the various possible con-
trol systems, such as SCADA, HMI, procedure control, MES or batch 
systems. The only thing required for reading the MTP is a correspond-
ing open-source interface that can be linked to the software. The 
e!COCKPIT integration engineering software serves as a translation 
tool in this case, which can be recreated by almost anyone because 
the description of the MTP is open source (Figure 6).

■ DIMA Features 
Within the context of DIMA, modules and services are superordinate 
concepts. Services can be procedures, operations or functions. It is 
at the discretion of the module manufacturer to determine whether 
the service generates a complex intermediate product in a complex 
module, or whether a service merely switches two valves and a pump. 
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■ Conclusion
DIMA is a methodology that can be used to improve competition in the 
process industry. It fulfills all requirements of modular automation, includ-
ing those required in NAMUR’s Recommendation NE 148. In coopera-
tion with the Dresden University of Technology and the Helmut-Schmidt 
University in Hamburg, Germany, WAGO has presented the concept 
and implemented a prototype to demonstrate the basic practicality of 
DIMA. All this has occured without additional proprietary methods or 
information. Rather, DIMA uses existing communication protocols so that 
standardization work is no longer required. The concept enables au-
tomation technology suppliers to open themselves in a very controlled 
manner without sacrificing their own proprietary expertise. 

Text: Dr. Thomas Albers and Ulrich Hempen, WAGO
Photo: WAGO

76
..... WITH CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE

DIMA — INTEGRATION SOFTWARE WITHOUT AN MTP INTERFACE AT THE SYSTEM LEVEL DIMA — FLEXIBILITY AT THE INTEGRATION LEVEL

Modules can be:
• Subsystems
• Devices
• Equipment groups

Services can be:
• Procedures
• Operations
• Functions

SERVICE USER

SERVICE PROVIDER

..... WITH CENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE

The methodology sets no specifications about the level of integration 
or about the module section, but instead supports the system architec-
ture according to IEC 61512 (Figure 7). 
Each module that has been integrated into a system, includes anoth-
er specific, and potentially different, representation of its services or 
parameters. If one merely loads these different representations into 
a higher-level control system, the result is chaos instead of a uniform 
representation. Beyond appearing disorganized, it can critically im-
pact a system’s operating safety because information with the same 
content is linked to different graphical information. Intuitive operation 
is no longer possible — especially in crisis situations. Within the frame-
work of DIMA, the MTP’s do not include graphical data, but instead 
only the information that has to be displayed in some way, e.g., a 
temperature reading. This information is loaded into the system con-
trol software. The system control integration software commands its 
own database, which stores the information about how temperatures, 
for example, should be displayed. By referencing the system control 
data, different modules are uniformly displayed to achieve a consis-
tent look and feel. 
By selecting the desired service level, all approaches can be realized, 
from white box to black box. For example, operation can be imple-
mented as black box with merely a start and stop button, while the 
visualization can be implemented as white box, so that all data and 
parameters can be examined. 
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Automating Modular Systems
Process automation and energy technology create solutions for modular systems.

Distributed power generators and consumers are intelligently linked to each other in virtual 
power plants. The smart grid landscape shows the potential participants in a virtual power 
plant: generators of renewable energies (wind, solar and hydroelectric systems) and con-
ventional power generators with substations. Residential and industrial buildings remain 
the traditional consumers.
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■ In energy technology, the conversion from centrally controlled 
power networks to distributed, intelligent networks — known as smart 
grids — has already begun. As early as two years ago, virtual pow-
er plants began participating safely in the operating reserves market. 
Meanwhile, in the process industry, the desire of system operators to 
have modularly constructed installations has always lead to heated 
discussions — particularly about how the automation could look for a 
modular system architecture. Since there are already solutions avail-
able from the energy technology sector, why not adapt the structures 
that function there? 

Germany is currently in the midst of completely renovating its entire 
energy system as part of the transition to renewables. Because re-
newable resources, like solar and wind, are increasingly replacing 
conventional power sources, it is necessary to integrate non-homoge-
neous, smaller power providers into the existing electrical network. 
Particularly within the context of a stable and secure energy supply, 
this presents a significant challenge to network operators. Instead 
of a central power supply based on large power plants, a network 
with numerous distributed systems must be controlled. The electrical 
grid must therefore be intelligent enough to link and control energy 
producers so that the production and consumption of electricity can 
be optimally tuned to each other. As the complexity of a system 
rises with the number of generators that have to be controlled in a 
given network, central controllers quickly reach their limits. Users of 
process technology systems recognize this flaw because it has truly 
been a thorn in their side.

■ Known Challenge
In the process industry, diverse production steps are performed, from 
preparing raw materials up to packaging the final product. Many 
of these steps are currently encapsulated in individual installation 
modules. Process systems thus consist, like the power networks, of a 
number of distributed units. Modular architectures like this provide 
an advantage to the system operator, enabling the construction of 
an installation from highly specialized units that can be expanded or 
retrofitted by adding or replacing modules. Thus, this is also about 
flexibly switching units on and off, or completely exchanging units 
from an aggregate. This would provide system operators with the 
ability to react quickly to changing market conditions. However, the 
modules in process technology systems are currently automated us-
ing central intelligence — the higher-level process control system. In 
the latter, integrating installation modules is manual, which costs time 
and completely eliminates the basic advantage of modularity. The 
modules do not have any intrinsic intelligence and thus cannot func-
tion autonomously. In the case of networks, which integrate a num-
ber of modules that are flexibly inserted and used, central controllers 
are already an insufficient solution. Instead, an intelligent automa-
tion architecture is required. This type of architecture can consist of 
individual modules at a neutral communication level, and can func-
tion in the process industry just like in the electrical grid. 

Automating Modular Systems
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• Process systems, like modern electrical grids,  
consist of a number of distributed units.

• Central controllers are inadequate for networks  
having a large number of integrated modules.

• DIMA equips system modules with autonomous 
intelligence and facilitates their incorporation.

system operator uses the appropriate MTP during integration en-
gineering and then configures the overall system. Communication 
between the management level and module occurs in a service-ori-
ented manner, using Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Patterned 
after LEGO® building blocks, modules equipped with their own intel-
ligence can be easily integrated into the installation and then flexibly 
replaced later — just like the CHP can be switched on or off in the 
electrical network as needed. 

■ Standards or Open Source Make It Possible
While automating the virtual power plant, the Virtual Heat and Pow-
er Ready (VHP Ready) control standard played a key role. Mon-
itoring and controlling distributed, heterogeneous energy systems 
requires communication standards and — depending on the tasks 
of the decentralized systems — domain-specific definitions, such as 
defaults for operating behaviors and reaction times. And because 
synchronizing communication and energy components from differ-
ent manufacturers is necessary, the Frauenhofer Institute FOKUS ini-
tiated the establishment of a public industrial alliance in late 2013 
that’s primarily focused on virtual power plants. Following that, five  
prominent companies laid the cornerstone for the development of 
cross-sector and cross-manufacturer virtual power plants with the 
founding of the industry forum, VHPready e.V. in February 2014. 
This has since grown to 23 member corporations (as of October 
2014) that collaborate in the VHPready e.V. industry forum on 
specifications for communication networking and energy control of 
distributed power generators. They also cooperate on the associat-
ed checking and testing methods for certifications and support of 
prerequisites.
In order for the process industry to achieve what the energy sector 
has — namely modular architecture with decentralized intelligence — 
a similar alliance would be necessary. While DIMA does not require 
new standards, in order to dock with existing, and sometimes propri-
etary solutions, the interfaces of existing control and SCADA systems 
would have to be published and documented. This is the only way 
for DIMA to translate the descriptions of the modules (MTP) used in 
the existing control and SCADA systems. And to lead by example, 
WAGO has already provided the sector with its methodology for 
further discussion and joint development. 

Text: Hanno Balzer, Vattenfall Europe Wärme, 
and Ulrich Hempen, WAGO

Photo: WAGO

■ Decentralized Automation Increases Flexibility and System 
Uptime
One solution, which automation in the energy sector and process 
control in the process industry have both employed, is the classic 
division of the central automation into two levels. The controller on 
the superordinate level is reduced to coordination of subsystems 
and higher-level functions, like operating and monitoring the entire 
process. The subordinate, decentralized subsystems have sufficient 
automation intelligence in order to function in a largely autonomous 
fashion.
This distributed approach has been employed by Vattenfall Europe 
Wärme AG to develop their virtual power plants. Their virtual power 
plant, which went online in October 2010, intelligently links distrib-
uted energy generation systems and uses flexible power generators 
and consumers to compensate for the fluctuating supply of wind and 
solar energy into the network. If there is an excess of wind-generated 
power, the virtual power plant turns on consumers. During lulls, com-
bined heat and power plants (CHP) can be flexibly and decentrally 
controlled to ensure the electricity necessary for grid stability. In or-
der to efficiently exploit the operating reserves market using CHPs 
via a virtual power plant, Vattenfall had to overcome numerous chal-
lenges. The systems had to compensate for operating conditions and 
control electrical output from the central control room at Vattenfall 
Wärme’s Hamburg, Germany headquarters. As such, real-time in-
formation about the demand for operating reserves had to be avail-
able from the transmission network operators. The control signal from 
the transmission network operator is distributed via the main control 
room to each individual power generator and implementation is 
monitored in real-time. In order to meet these challenges, Vattenfall 
invested close to four million euros to develop a suitable control tech-
nology. And their investment paid off handsomely: Vattenfall and its 
virtual power plant have been participating in the lucrative operating 
reserves market since November 2012. 

■ Quantum Leap in the Process Industry
The process industry could undergo a similar quantum leap, and 
they could do so by adapting a proven, successful solution from the 
energy sector. And it appears that “autonomous intelligence for de-
centralized modules” could work the same magic for the process 
sector. WAGO has packaged this in a solution called DIMA (Decen-
tralized Intelligence for Modular Applications). Unlike conventional 
and self-contained system architectures that have traditional process 
control systems, DIMA focuses, like the virtual power plant, on equip-
ping the modules with their own intelligence. For this purpose, the 
architecture in the process technology system is analogous to the 
electrical grid and is divided into two areas. The management level 
that merely assumes complete process monitoring and procedure 
control, and the individual process-related modules, which consists 
of an I/O level and their part of the automation. Cross-system func-
tions, e.g., recipe management, are performed by a higher-level au-
tomation while the automation within the modules handles all base 
functions.
Utilizing DIMA, describing the modules is performed using “Module 
Type Packages” (MTP). The MTP’s contain information on process 
control integration, operation and monitoring functions, as well as 
batch functions. The module supplier configures the module, the 
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Controller Powers  
Clean Water Solution
Automation backbone: the WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750 assumes control 
functions for the Water POD compact water filtration system.

■ Milwaukee is often called the “Silicon Valley” of water technology. 
This reputation is largely based on a unique confluence of industry, 
academia and government, called the Global Water Center. Housed 
in the Global Water Center, Stonehouse Water Technologies is a solu-
tions-driven company focused on creating systems to collect, store, 
treat and distribute water for a variety of uses both domestically and 
in developing countries.

Concerned about current and future needs for fresh water access glob-
ally, Stonehouse Water technologies created a cost-effective, modular, 
compact water filtration system. Stonehouse’s flagship product “The Wa-
ter POD” produces 3,000 gallons of clean water for cooking and drink-

ing from a mix of freshwater sources. One unit can provide water for up 
to 1,000 people, and is scalable, meaning more units can be added to 
serve larger populations. The Water POD solves the problem of a lack of 
healthy, clean drinking water in underserved and distressed populations 
where water contamination is the norm.
The Water POD is funded in part by the Milwaukee Water Council’s Pilot 
Project grant. The program is designed to act as a catalyst for young com-
panies with scalable, cost-effective technologies that have the potential to 
make true social and environmental impacts. “Thanks to the Water Coun-
cil and Global Water Center, Milwaukee is becoming an international 
hub for water. They are driving innovative ideas like the Water POD into 
fruition,” says Hensley Foster, President, Stonehouse Water Technologies. 

Easy to set up and operate. The Water POD uses multiple processes to remove 
pathogens, odors, tastes and viruses. Heavy metals such as arsenic are also 
reduced.
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■ Rethinking Clean Water
The majority of companies in the water sector are focused on high-pres-
sure applications. Whether it is treating wastewater or providing drinking 
water, the focus is largely on using high-pressure to move large quanti-
ties of water. For applications in the developing world and underserved 
areas within the U.S., Foster knew that Stonehouse would have to use 
a different approach. “In designing the Water POD we had to rethink 
traditional technological solutions and factor in future conditions and 
maintenance needs in the areas where the Water POD will be used,” 
explained Foster.
Working independently of larger operators in the water sector, Foster 
and his team were able to create a system that is ideally suited for easy 
setup and operation. The Water POD consists of multiple processes to 
remove pathogens, bad odor, taste and viruses. Heavy metals such as 
arsenic are also reduced. “Stonehouse is an aggregator of a lot of differ-
ent technologies. We test various options ‘till we come up with the best 
solutions. We are always looking for technologies that will fit in with the 
low-pressure, low-energy model we developed. Our technology choices 
have to be efficient and energy-sensitive, since we envision the Water 
POD being powered by solar energy alone,” explained Foster.

■ Technological Solutions Powered by Application Expertise
Foster brought his toughest technological challenges to WAGO North 
America. Working with the WAGO team, Stonehouse developed an eas-
ily scalable modular control system. The central control framework behind 
the Water POD is WAGO’s Ethernet 2.0 Controller the 750-881. The Eth-
ernet 2.0 Controller gave the Water POD team the flexibility to expand or 
modify the system’s functionality. With more than 500 digital, analog and 

special-function I/O modules the team had the ability to quickly adapt 
the basic prototype to offer added capabilities, such as pumps, to move 
water through additional filtration media. Another benefit was the com-
pact profile of the 750-881. In order to ship and set up the Water POD, 
a small footprint would be essential. The 750-881 is 60 % smaller than 
most available PLCs presenting a distinct advantage to the design team.
Using the 750-881 also helped eliminate additional networking hard-
ware. The built-in Ethernet switch in the controller allowed for line topol-
ogy wiring of the Ethernet network. The 1MB of program memory and 
512KB of data memory and the high-speed processing power offered 
by the 750-881 made it possible to store operation data and transmit it 
to remote monitoring applications. 

■ Web-Based Management and Visualization
From the beginning, Foster and the Stonehouse team realized that 
they could not simply deliver the technology to end users in under 
resourced areas and wash their hands of the project. “When technol-
ogy is transferred at third world levels things can get lost in translation. 
With the WAGO controller we have the ability to remotely monitor 
flow into the system which is absolutely essential because we want to 
be able to track the operation of the system once it is mobilized. So 
if a pump ever goes down, our remote monitoring can help trouble-
shoot and point the people on the ground to appropriate solutions,” 
explained Foster.
The Web-based management and visualization capability of the 750-
881 allowed the Stonehouse team to remotely monitor the status of Water 
POD with a Web browser or a smartphone via the Internet. 

WAGO’s 750 I/O controls the valves and pumps in Water POD. The 750 module 
is also the backbone behind the system used to remotely monitor and operate the 
system.
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Press, latch, place, release — that’s how easy it is to mount the new 
790 Series Shield Clamping Saddles on the busbar. The all-new 
shield clamping saddles are extremely easy to use thanks to a unique 
latching mechanism that enables both force-free installation and dif-
ferent mounting options. To ensure enhanced usability, the saddles 
all prominently feature large, recessed grips that simplify the spring 
tensioning.   
Utilizing a spring solution, the shield clamping saddle is fastened on 
the busbar at the precise pressure required for optimal contact and 
shielding effect. The spring also simultaneously compensates for any 
settling of the cable, and the large shield connection area ensures 
good discharge performance.  
WAGO’s new 790 Series Shield Clamping Saddles are available 
for shield diameters ranging from 3 to 20 mm: 3–8 mm (790-208), 
6–16 mm (790-216) and 6–20 mm (790-220). For safety and con-
venience, all three variants can be clearly labeled with marking strips 
or WMB markers. Industry-proven accessories, such as WAGO’s spe-
cialty slotted carrier rail and the U-shaped busbar, are available for 
the new shield clamping saddles.

EASY-TO-MOUNT  
SHIELD CLAMPING SADDLES 
A unique latching mechanism: WAGO’s next-generation of shield clamping 
saddles features exceptional usability and the simplicity of force-free mounting.

The spring is released by pressing the two actuating elements on 
the side, which firmly secures the shield clamping saddle on the 
busbar.

With these added telemetry capabilities Water POD users can be cer-
tain that they will have reliable access to water that is 99.99 % free of 
bacteria, heavy metals, bad odor and taste. Foster added, “The thing 
that I know I can count on with WAGO is the level of expertise they bring 
to a project. The WAGO team will work with us to address any technical 
challenges we may face as we scale up production of the Water POD.”

■ First Deployment: the Dominican Republic
Stonehouse staff will have a chance to test their ideas in the field in the 
very near future. The first Water POD will be deployed to a location in 
the Dominican Republic, providing residents with access to clean, contam-
inant-free water for the first time. Anne Wick, Director of Communication 
for Stonehouse Water Technology sums up Stonehouses’ vision well, “It’s 
easy to take for granted that you can turn on a tap and have access to 
clean drinking water but it’s important to keep in mind that by 2050, five 
billion people globally will be living in water-stressed areas. Around the 
world a child dies every 20 seconds from consuming contaminated water.  

At Stonehouse we are driven by the need to be part of the solution, to 
make an impact on these staggering statistics. And we know that right 
here in Milwaukee, we have a technology partner that will work with us 
to make that happen.”

Text: Jennifer Joseph, WAGO USA
Photo: WAGO

• The Water POD produces more than 11,350 liters 
(3,000 gallons) of clean drinking water daily.

• The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM 750 controls the valves 
and pumps, it also enables remote maintenance.

• The ETHERNET controller is approximately 60 % 
smaller than most of the other controllers available.
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■ Modular designs and decentralized automation are process in-
dustry trends — primarily because fluctuating sales, shorter product 
lifecycles and customer-specific (individualized) manufacturing de-
mand significantly more flexibility. This is why the automation specialist, 
WAGO, is increasing the connection between modularity, open source 
standards, and the HART protocol for their communication components.

System- and manufacturer-specific bus protocols typically impede 
communication in process control technology. “Meeting market de-
mands for speed, flexibility and efficient batch size changes requires 
a modular automation system with open-source, standardized inter-
faces. This is the only way that automation can satisfy the demand for 
greater flexibility in process systems with increasing levels of modulari-
ty.” And this should be the way of the future, according to a statement 
made by the interest group on automation technology in the process 
industry during the NAMUR general meeting in November 2014.

■ The HART Communication Standard
The trend toward modular process systems demands more decen-
tralized intelligence and signal processing. Autonomous subsystems 
replace monolithic, centralized systems and can be interconnected 
step-by-step into a complete installation. They include flexible, decen-
tralized components for control and communication.
Units that function independently increase installation safety and up-
time. In order for installations to function autonomously, field signals 
must be decentrally detected and processed, and decentralized com-
ponents must be able to execute system-specific functions. Operators 
and other users, such as maintenance personnel, must also be able to 
access the system data via visualizations — preferably at the installa-
tion itself. In addition, central control systems still need to be supplied 
with information in order to operate superordinate asset management 
systems, for example. WAGO is relying heavily on the HART proto-
col for this combination of decentralized automation and centralized 
communication functions.
The HART communication standard (Highway Addressable Remote 
Transducer) enables communication of sensor signals to a higher-lev-
el control system via a conventional 4–20 mA cable. In addition to 
measurement values from sensors, additional information, like a de-
vice’s service life, can also be transmitted. HART has attained a high 
level of acceptance for supporting process sensors. This enables use 
of the WAGO-I/O SYSTEM for transmitting status and diagnostic 
data about HART modules to a higher-level system, e.g., from both 

Decentralized Automation and 
the HART Protocol
HART enables the transmission of sensor signals to a superordinate con-
trol system via conventional 4–20 mA wires.

the non-Ex (750-482) and the Ex-i zones (750-484). For example, 
if an asset management system must be retrofitted into an existing 
installation with HART devices, the necessary communication structure 
would already be present.
As a remote I/O data collector, the I/O system records signals from 
various sensors and actuators, as well as from the HART devices. The 
WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM has a broad variety of more than 500 function-
al modules available in variants with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 channels. 
They can be used to link temperature sensors, thermocouples or limit 
switches, as well as actuators or simple valves.

HART modules for the non-Ex (750-
482) and Ex-i zones (750-484) 
collect status and diagnostic data 
from HART field devices.

750-482
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■ Freely Programmable PLC Functionality
The implementation of installation-specific applications using freely 
programmable PLC functions is also a part of the functionality of de-
centralized systems. In this case, CODESYS has established itself as 
a standard development environment. CODESYS applications extend 
from simple switch functions up to the programming of comprehensive 
dosing and cleaning processes.

The HART communication standard (Highway Addressable Remote Trans-
ducer) enables the transmission of sensor signals to a superordinate con-
trol system via conventional 4–20 mA wires.

750-484

To facilitate the engineering of such applications, WAGO offers a 
large library of complete function blocks. They are available at no 
charge and can be used immediately. In addition, visualization func-
tions are integrated into the WAGO controllers for displaying and op-
erating decentralized installations. System operators or maintenance 
personnel can access the integrated web visualizations directly at the 
WAGO controller, via a simple touch panel or web browser.
This type of decentralized automation approach also has significant 
cost advantages. These include the lower cost of wiring in compari-
son with centralized designs, economical connection of sensor signals 
through the modular I/O system and the availability of free CODESYS 
libraries. The modular systems also boast another positive feature: an 
extremely compact footprint. The WAGO-I/O-SYSTEM is very com-
pact and the HART modules for detecting field-side measured values 
are just 12–24 mm wide. The low dimensions permit installation in 
every control cabinet or in smaller system distribution boxes closer to 
the process.

Text: Wolfgang Laufmann, WAGO
Photo: WAGO

• The HART protocol enables signal transmission via 
conventional 4–20 mA wires.

• Status and diagnostic data from HART field devices 
is reliably detected using WAGO modules.

• With dimensions of 12 mm or 24 mm, the  
WAGO-I/O modules fit in every control cabinet.
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